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Introduction 

 

Nowadays, we are observing significant changes in our businesses, trading methods, 

and managing of human and economic resources worldwide which represent a new 

vision to our world. The changes that we are involved in daily makeup a part of our 

identity, culture, and customs so we can’t be indifferent to them. 

We need to gain a better understanding of this new world for a better life and to take 

advantage of the opportunities it presents. 

We must be aware that these changes will grow day-to-day through the development 

of knowledge and increased economic competition.  

It is evident that manpower, wealth and standards are changing globally. This is the 

reason why we need to promote ourselves and our jobs more than ever. In other 

words, to be sustainable and successful in this dynamic market we need to keep up 

to date, informed and be able to adopt intelligent strategies. 

It is a key factor that managers and decision makers should learn the necessary skills 

and gain experience to help them possess a greater understanding of work conditions, 

workers’ behaviours and organisational targets. They need to plan their strategies 

based on these factors. We need to constantly evaluate feedback in a conscious 

manner. 

Obviously, the most successful plans are the ones which are more resilient, informed 

and human-centric. 

In this Gbook, we have gathered the most up-to-date expert and professional views 

from authentic sources, most recent research, challenges, ideas and valuable 

professional tips applicable to the construction industry. We aim to develop your skills, 

enhance your knowledge, and promote your business widely. 

 

Gbooks are now available in our portal for free ! 

www.gcoportal.co.uk 

www.gcoportal.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.gcoportal.co.uk/
http://www.gcoportal.com/
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What makes a successful RFP 

Kim Slowey 

 

Requests for proposals (RFPs) — they’re like supercharged invitations to bid, and 

contractor responses to them can form the blueprint for how the project will be run 

rather than just how much it will cost. So, when preparing a response to one of these 

documents, it’s important to know how RFPs relate to the contract, what will make a 

good impression on owners and how the experts handle proposals in response to 

these requests. 

“The contract is largely tied to the terms of the RFP,” said attorney John-Patrick 

Curran, a partner at Sive Paget & Riesel in New York, which means contractors need 

to review them carefully and take the same level of care with their responses. 

What is an RFP? 

An RFP typically differs from a hard bid request in that the owner sometimes uses an 

RFP to get a level of detail from bidders that isn't addressed in other types of bid 

opportunities. 

“The RFP process is generally utilized for projects where the design of the project may 

not be fully complete, so an owner is looking for construction partners to work together 

to develop an execution plan for the project," said Jorge Moros, vice president and 

director of business development at Plaza Construction in Miami. 

To that end, an RFP, said Joshua Levy, partner at Husch Blackwell in Milwaukee, 

could include questions about: 

• The contractor’s approach to project management 

• Who will make up the project team 

• What experience the company has with building information modeling (BIM) 

• Ownership structure 

• Profiles of past similar projects 
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• What kind of quality control plan the contractor will implement 

• Methods of cost and schedule control 

• The approach the company uses with governing authorities 

• A general description of the project's main features if the work will be performed 

under a design-build contract 

• Plans and specifications if the development has a design already 

 

And the list goes on. By the time a construction company answers every question in 

such a detailed RFP, it’s likely it will have a fully fleshed out plan of attack if it wins the 

project. Of course, there are smaller projects that also use RFPs, Levy said, and those 

documents can be tailored to meet the owner’s needs. 

The RFP might also contain a copy of the contract, Curran said, and submitting a 

proposal likely will commit the contractor to the terms of that contract. In these cases, 

it’s smart to have an attorney review the RFP just as one would any other construction 

contract. 

Levy said he’d like to see more owners include contracts in RFPs, which he said would 

give all parties time to address questions about the contract well before it’s time to 

award the project. 

That shouldn’t present a problem for contractors, Curran said, as long as they are 

given enough time to comb through that contract and voice objections prior to the bid 

deadline. 

Other considerations 

But contractors need to keep an eye out for other not-so-obvious sections of the RFP 

— ones that can potentially impact the contract that the winning bidder will be expected 

to sign. For instance, Curran said, the completed and submitted bid form could be 

deemed an offer, and once the owner accepts it, the parties could have a contract 

based on responses in the RFP. If a contractor backtracks on any items included in 

the bid, the owner could reject the bid. Ordinarily, though, there is usually some back 

and forth about these items, he said. 

Take proposed staffing for the project, for example. Some RFPs want details on who 

will be part of the team, including project superintendents. But the project could be six 

or more months away from breaking ground, and it would be unrealistic to predict who 

will be part of the field supervision team. Such a commitment also fails to anticipate a 

legitimate shift in personnel. 

Englewood Construction, said Chuck Taylor, the company's director of operations, 

once had a client that wanted to write the name of the field superintendent into the 

contract. Englewood explained that while this individual had excellent project skills, he 

had a habit of threatening to quit if he was not given unscheduled perks and salary 

hikes. 

“We, as a business, can’t be held hostage,” Taylor said. So they explained the situation 

to the customer, who agreed and gave Englewood the latitude to find another 

superintendent. “It was a completely transparent process with the client,” he said. 
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Being upfront with the client about that or any other RFP response, Taylor said, is 

preferable to just agreeing to whatever the client wants to hear but then carrying on 

with the work without regard to the contract as the job gets underway. 

“You can’t do a bait and switch,” the contractor said. “It’s not fair to the client, and it’s 

a short-sighted way to do business.”  

Most clients, he added, understand these and other peculiarities of the construction 

process and are willing to negotiate reasonable requests. 

But there’s some information that the owner might want but shouldn’t get until the 

contract is signed. “Sometimes we hold off on providing certain proprietary information 

in the initial RFP response,” Moros said. “Instead, we state that certain documents or 

information will be provided upon the award of the project.” 

For Englewood, this proprietary information, Taylor said, includes the names of 

subcontractors and their bids. 

“If we're still in a competitive bid [situation] against other general contractors, we have 

to withhold our sub information until we’re awarded the contract,” he said. Englewood 

keeps that component of its proposal confidential because the firm has dealt with (rare) 

unscrupulous clients that try to put their own “shadow” teams together using subs 

listed in the RFP. 

More red flags 

Another potential legal trap that contractors should keep an eye out for, Curran said, 

is language that indicates the failure to propose changes to the provided sample 

contract constitutes acceptance upon submission of the proposal. If the contractor has 

time to have it reviewed by an attorney, then it doesn't have to be a problem. 

“But short of that,” he said, “I just don’t think it’s a good idea. It’s almost like a form of 

bullying.” 

It is as if the owner, Curran said, is broadcasting that it has the economic upper hand 

with language that tells contractors they’re stuck with the contract if they move forward. 

“It’s just not the way [the relationship] should be starting off,” he said. “The owner 

needs to know exactly what the owner's getting for the money it's spending, and the 

contractor needs to know exactly what it's doing for the money it's being paid." 

The RFP process can also be the perfect opportunity for contractors to take a step 

back and consider whether they really want to go after the project. 

Plaza Construction, Moros said, has been invited to respond to RFPs for projects that 

are not in line with its risk-reward ratio, so the company passes on them. 

Taylor also said: “In a competitive bid situation, if there is a question we can't answer, 

we probably don't belong in that RFP.”  

But sometimes there’s wiggle room with the owner on that front. For example, he said, 

Englewood hasn’t done a precast concrete project in the past five years. So if the 

company decides to pursue that sort of work again, an RFP might include a question 

that requests details on Englewood’s precast projects for the last three years. In that 
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case, the company would provide its relevant experience and let the owner decide if 

it’s been too long.  

What owners want 

From an owner’s perspective, there are a few rules that contractors that move forward 

with a proposal should remember when completing the RFP, said Kelly Noel, system 

vice president of facilities at Advocate Aurora Health Care in Milwaukee. 

First and foremost contractors should read and follow the directions of the RFP. “That 

seems very basic, but that’s my first indication of how strong your communication skills 

are,” she said. It’s also an opportunity to get everyone on the same page as far as 

interpretation of the RFP requirements. 

As far as responses, she said, they should be thorough, thoughtful and reflect an 

understanding of the owner's purpose, mission and values and show how the work will 

enhance or help deliver on those. 

In addition, a phone call or an email also goes a long way. If there is uncertainty — 

what the RFP is asking, rules regarding page limits, whether a link to multimedia 

presentations can replace a written answer, and so on — then clarifying any issues 

with the owner is smarter than just submitting the document and hoping for the best. 

Once shortlisted, contractors have another chance to make a good impression through 

an interview, but it’s not the time for a meaningless show. 

 “The people that are there should have a purpose for being there,” Kelly said, “and 

through the course of that interview be able to explain why they’re in the room. 

“We always have limited time and bringing people that I will never have interaction 

from is not helpful.” 

An interview, she said, is also an opportunity for contractors to differentiate themselves 

after the paper process is complete. “It’s our only opportunity to get that gut feel for 

whether the relationship will work,” Kelly said. “So much about what we ask in an RFP 

is making sure you can check the minimal boxes. What you can deliver in person in 

those interviews is how you’re going to deliver our overall project and how the 

relationship is going to be successful throughout."  

Published by: www.constructiondive.com 
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Get a Jump on Potential Litigation With Better Document 

Processes 

Brian Schrader 

 

In the construction industry, legal disputes are not uncommon. In fact, there are 

thousands of construction-related disputes filed every year. Design and consultancy 

firm Arcadis’s 2018 Global Construction Disputes Report found that the top causes for 

disputes in 2017 were the result of: 

• Failure to properly administer the contract 

• Poorly crafted or incomplete claims 

• Failure to understand or comply with contractual obligations 

 

Maybe you’re thinking, “So what? Most disputes settle anyway.” Well, you’re only kind 

of right. Per the Arcadis report, 82 percent of construction disputes in North America 

settle before ever going to trial. However, even matters that settle usually require an 

electronic discovery process, or e-discovery—the process through which documents 

requested for legal matters are gathered and provided in electronic form. 

Presumably, industry veterans are used to preparing for litigation or a settlement, and 

they understand it involves compiling multitudes of data. Thousands, sometimes 

millions, of files are collected as part of the e-discovery process, which often requires 

attorney review and analysis of files, as well as production of files as needed for 

arbitration, litigation, settlement discussions and other proceedings. But these 

disputes take time and effort, especially for companies that have no standard 

procedure for handling such matters. And attorney’s fees are not cheap. 

If you are starting to fear the negative effects a dispute can have on your company, 

don’t despair. With the proper protocols and technology in place, your company can 

maintain control of its data to better cope with common disputes, significantly hedging 

against the costs of complying with those requirements. 
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Create a Standard E-Discovery Process 

For large construction companies with hundreds of employees, it’s easy to lose track 

of data, especially as the number of data storage locations continues to grow, including 

email, mobile devices, social media platforms, computers, servers, etc. 

The first step to mapping out your data is to determine exactly what exists, where it is 

located, who has access to it and who created it. This process often includes employee 

questionnaires and interviews, which provide insight into the aforementioned 

questions about your data—crucial knowledge should you find yourself entangled in a 

legal matter you didn’t see coming. 

Once you have a strong handle on your company’s data and where it exists, the next 

steps to creating standard e-discovery procedures and processes involve deciding on 

the right people, policies and technology: 

People—Rather than allowing outside counsel to select your e-discovery vendor when 

a dispute arises, take control and determine who your e-discovery team will be for your 

company’s legal matters. Determine what roles are needed for your company and who 

will fill them. An organized e-discovery team and process reduce your overall costs in 

both time and money. 

Policies—Establish detailed data-handling policies that meet compliance standards 

and industry best practices. Then, effectively communicate those policies to 

employees, contractors and subcontractors. Protocols specifying where to store data, 

how long to save it and who should have access to it not only decrease the time 

involved in preparing for a case, but also reduce the risk of data theft. 

Technology—Determine the e-discovery platform that best fits your needs. Look for a 

program that is capable of collecting and processing your data. Specifically, look for 

one that creates legal holds and remotely collects, catalogs and culls down the data. 

Some platforms also support fundamental data analytics, which kickstarts the process 

of weeding out irrelevant files. By utilizing the same technology and data sets across 

all your matters, you can realize substantial cost savings as well. 

Don’t wait and wonder if a dispute will emerge. It will. Create a standard process now, 

saving yourself time and money later. You wouldn’t start a new construction project 

without well-thought-out planning, and legal matters should be no different. 

When you have a clear plan in place, you can stop reinventing the wheel with each 

new legal issue, create remarkable efficiencies, ensure consistency and, as a result, 

mitigate risk. 

Work Within Established Protocols 

Once you have created a framework for a standard e-discovery process, delve into 

the specifics so that you’re ready for any litigation. This should encompass:  

• Legal holds—The first step in any potential litigation is to notify custodians of their 

obligation to preserve any relevant or potentially relevant information and 

documents. 
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 This process is simplified through an e-discovery platform that allows you to easily 

manage the process and handle things like automatic email reminders, logging and 

reports. 

• Data collection—After a legal hold is in place, you and your e-discovery team can 

begin collecting relevant data. Make sure your platform allows you to specify what 

data to collect from each location and can automatically start collecting and 

processing that data. 

• Data review—The next step is to review all collected data using a professional 

review team and a review platform, which carries out a more in-depth analysis of 

the data and then sorts it by relevance. With the right analytical tools and 

professional review team, you can easily cut your legal fees by more than half. 

 

Many people assume the e-discovery process stops here, but, in fact, there is one 

more step that is crucial to maintaining control of your data for the next time a dispute 

arises: securely hosting data in one database. The data collected throughout the e-

discovery process will likely be used again in future situations and shouldn’t just be 

tossed to the side and re-collected the next time it’s needed. 

Rather, implement one platform to host all company data for your legal matters, 

internal investigations and other such needs, so that when you’re required to collect 

data in the future, it can be quickly located and easily accessed. This not only provides 

significant cost savings, but it also helps maintain greater consistency across cases 

and ensure your critical data remains secure. 

Published by: www.constructionbusinessowner.com 
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Deadly Seattle crane collapse was likely caused by human error, 

experts say 

Kristin Lam 

 

An iron cross bearing the numbers of Ironworkers Local union chapters from Portland and 

Seattle stands next to flowers, Monday, April 29, 2019, at a memorial on a median across the 

street from where a construction crane collapsed and fell Saturday, killing four people, two of 

whom were ironworkers.                   Ted S. Warren, AP 

Human error may be to blame for the Seattle crane collapse on Saturday that killed 

four people and injured four others, experts said Monday. 

Based on videos of the collapse, experts believe the workers who disassembled the 

construction crane were too quick to remove pins holding sections of the crane 

together. 

“The reason this tower fell over is ironworkers and the people working on it did not 

follow the manufacturer’s instructions for disassembling the crane,” said South 

Carolina crane accident investigator Tom Barth. “If the pins had been in, that crane 

would not have fallen over." 

The crane's mast fell Saturday afternoon as workers took it apart. Sections landed on 

top of the new Google building it was working on and other pieces hit six vehicles on 

the busy street below. 

The two ironworkers on the crane died; they were identified by King County as Andrew 

Yoder, 31, and Travis Corbet, 33. Retired city employee Alan Justad, 71, and Seattle 

Pacific University freshman Sarah Wong, 19, died after the crane crushed them in 

cars. 
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Washington Department of Labor and Industries inspectors were expected to finish 

work at the scene Monday, said Tim Church, a department spokesman. He said it was 

too early to speculate on a cause. 

But Barth, who has been a tower crane operator, inspector and accident investigator 

for 38 years, said workers did not safely disassemble the tower crane by sections. 

Crews shouldn't have taken out the bolts holding together one section to a section 

below it, Barth said, until they secured line from another crane to the top of the section 

getting removed. 

Videos show sections of the crane separating cleanly, suggesting crews likely 

removed pins early, said Dave Kwass, a trial attorney who handles crane accident 

lawsuits. 

“Where I would be starting as an investigator is getting a better grasp of what these 

two ironworkers who tragically were killed may have done in removing the pins,” 

Kwass said. “What I’m seeing is a crane that looks as though the pins were popped 

all the way down to the pedestal section.” 

Investigators previously concluded that removing securing pins too early caused a 

2012 crane collapse at the University of Texas at Dallas.  

The Washington state investigation covers five companies involved in the 

construction: general contractor GLY, Northwest Tower Crane Service Inc., Omega 

Rigging and Machinery Moving Inc. and Morrow Equipment Co. LLC and Seaburg 

Construction Corp. 

“GLY and its sub-contractors involved with this tower crane accident are doing 

everything we can to investigate the incident,” the company said in a written statement. 

“We are cooperating fully with investigators and assisting the local authorities. At this 

early stage of the investigation, we have no further details.” 

Published by: eu.usatoday.com 
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Chickamauga Lock Replacement Project Builds On Joint Risk 

Register 

Leon Roberts 

 

As Corps of Engineers officials and their contract partner prepare to place concrete 

for a new navigation lock at Chickamauga Dam on the Tennessee River, they are 

actively working together to reduce safety risk as well as construction risks that could 

affect contract costs and schedule, and identify opportunities for improvement as part 

of a headquarters pilot program called the “Joint Risk Register.” 

According to Adam Walker, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Nashville District project 

manager for the Chickamauga Lock Replacement Project, the register is being used 

to identify risk, potential impacts, and mitigation measures associated with the lock 

chamber contract. 

Nashville District’s construction reps coordinate weekly, monthly, quarterly and as 

needed with the team at AECOM to communicate and update the register to keep the 

project safely moving forward and to find opportunities to improve processes. The 

register is also visible away from the job site in both organizations for additional input 

and direction. 

“It highlights risk that they identify as part of their workflow and we’ll identify risk that 

we identify from the government’s point of view, and just talk about them as a group 

and figure out what is the best way to mitigate those and get ahead of them before 

they actually occur,” Mr. Walker explained.   

The contractor is on site and has already constructed a concrete batch plant. A prime 

example of improvement identified as part of the Joint Risk Register involved obtaining 

four material storage silos for concrete production from the Louisville District’s 

operational Olmstead Dam Construction Project on the Ohio River. 
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 The additional silos provide a full month of material storage for use during peak 

production. 

“The contractor came to us and identified that there is a risk of having a shortage of 

materials for concrete placements, and they could benefit from something like this,” 

Mr. Walker said. 

AECOM is currently mobilizing equipment into the coffer dam and building a conveyor 

system that will stretch about 900 feet from the batch plant, under the highway bridge, 

over the existing navigation lock, and into the coffer dam. When complete, the 

conveyor belt system enables the contractor to move up to 200 yards of concrete per 

hour into a tower-belt system inside the coffer dam as needed over the duration of 

construction of the new 110-by-600-foot navigation lock.  

Bill Groth, AECOM project manager, said having a Joint Risk Register is unique for 

the $240 million contract because it does provide a systemic process to collectively 

mitigate risk while constructing the monoliths for the lock chamber and installing the 

miter gates. 

"Having a Joint Risk Register and being able to share the concerns of both parties, I 

think we’re working toward a common goal of addressing everyone’s concerns – at 

the same time lowering the stress levels on the job because now we know what’s 

ahead of us. We can plan for those things, and then when something new pops up 

we’re only dealing with one issue, not many issues,” Mr. Groth said.  

He noted that with this project there is open dialogue and discussion in advance to 

identify things that can happen and then to identify ways to mitigate the risks. For 

instance with the conveyor system, he said they discussed what could happen to 

people and things beneath it. As a result, pans and nets are being placed beneath the 

conveyors to catch dropped objects.  

“Anytime we can have a meeting or system that involves more open dialogue, I think 

it’s really good,” Mr. Groth added. “I think a lot of confusion comes in projects from 

people not really understanding each other and a failure to communicate, and failing 

to communicate until it’s too late, until things have gone awry.”  

Mr. Groth stressed that communicating early and expressing concerns on both sides 

makes it possible to deal with issues in a timely manner to promote safety, save costs, 

and expedite scheduling.   

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Headquarters began testing the Joint Risk Register 

in 2018 at the Chickamauga Lock Replacement Project, but has since implemented 

the register across the entire Corps of Engineers, including all other projects within the 

Nashville District.  

Kenny Simmons, architect in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Construction Branch, 

said the Joint Risk Register makes it possible for the Corps to build relationships and 

collaborate with private sector partners while developing processes and tools to deliver 

projects more effectively. 
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“Chickamauga Lock is an excellent test project for the Joint Risk Register,” Mr. 

Simmons said. “We’ve been working with them to fine tune the strategy before rolling 

it out as formal policy. They have been giving us feedback on a monthly basis on the 

progress and possible adjustments we’ll make to that policy in the future to better 

prepare the Corps of Engineers across the enterprise.”  

As the Corps rolls out more advanced partnering techniques for construction contracts, 

officials plan to include the Joint Risk Register in formal policy updates.  

"So this is just one tool in the tool bag for working with private industry after a contract 

is awarded, and in being more successful in project delivery,” Mr. Simmons said. 

In keeping with the chief of Engineers’ call to revolutionize how the Corps of Engineers 

conducts its business, Nashville District leadership welcomed the opportunity to make 

the Chickamauga Lock Replacement Project a test project for the register.   

“We saw that as a significant opportunity for us to help shape enterprise level policy,” 

said Lt. Col. Cullen Jones, Nashville District commander. “Going into the initial 

partnering meeting we sat down and kind of explained that we’re going to be the 

example that other large-scale projects are going to be moving to into the future.”  

Lt. Col. Jones said the crosstalk with AECOM is making it possible to actively mitigate 

risks and capitalize on the opportunities to aggressively deliver the project.  

“Looking at both the risks that we have in the future and putting controls in place to 

mitigate them so they don’t hinder production, while at the same time looking at ways 

we can capture a schedule advantage and maintain a high quality… that’s going to 

eventually save us money and be of greater benefit to the taxpayer.” 

Headquarters is actively monitoring the efforts to reduce risk at the project to share 

both successes and lessons learned corporately across the Corps of Engineers, while 

the project reaps the benefits from the register, which reduces risk and keeps the 

construction project moving safely ahead toward completion.  

TVA completed construction of Chickamauga Lock and Dam in 1940. With a single 

chamber measuring 60-by-360 feet, the lock has since experienced structural 

problems resulting from alkali aggregate reaction between the alkali in the cement and 

the rock aggregate, which results in a physical expansion of concrete structures. The 

current lock chamber is also incompatible with today’s towing equipment resulting in 

longer than normal tow-processing times.   

When the new larger lock is completed, it is expected to keep open 318 miles of 

navigable river miles and speed up the process of locking through with ability to 

process up to nine jumbo barges in one lockage. 

Published by: www.chattanoogan.com 
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Harnessing the power of diverse decision-making styles to meet 

today’s challanges  

Kenneth R. Brousseau 

 

Everyone makes decisions. Some decisions are big; others are small. Some are made 

on the spot. Others require time and more thought. This process of thinking and 

deciding goes on throughout the day.  

Decision-making lies at the center of life. So much revolves around decisions people 

make—career choices, how plans are made, the way tasks are performed, and the 

formation of relationships. Yet, despite its centrality, people go about this central 

activity of deciding in vastly different ways. Some go fast; others go slow. Some stick 

to a particular plan; others modify plans readily. How one goes about this process has 

very important consequences. 

The “How” of Decision-Making  

If decisions are made too swiftly, important facts can be overlooked, and mistakes are 

made. If decisions are made too slowly, opportunities can slip away. If one sticks too 

tenaciously to a course of action, decisions reached could be irrelevant, inappropriate, 

or damaging. If one changes direction too often, team players, colleagues, or others 

can be thrown off course and resources squandered.  

The reality is that there is no one best way to make a decision. There are many 

variables, including the kind of decision, the context, and the changing nature of the 

conditions; how unusual and complicated the situation and issues are; and how much 

time pressure there is. This simple idea—no one best way—makes sense, but 

because of powerful habits of thinking and deciding, it often goes unnoticed in the 

moment.  

These habits become “decision styles.” Everyone has his or her own style. Although 

people shift their styles from time to time, there usually is one or two a person will 

gravitate toward more often than other styles. Ideally, individuals would adopt a style 

appropriate for the situation at hand—a quick style when time is of the essence; a 
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thoughtful style when the situation is complex and important consequences are at 

stake; a fluid style when things are changing. But habits are powerful, and this doesn’t 

always happen.  

Diversity and Agility 

In working with leaders and teams, it is clear that teams with a diversity of styles among 

members outperform more style-homogeneous teams. The diversity means the team 

has the ability to deal with a variety of situations. Someone on the team will be 

equipped with the right style for any situation that arises.  

Style diversity gives the team agility. More than ever, agility is required to survive and 

succeed. Enterprises are facing more complex and turbulent environments. Demand 

for innovations is on the rise. Products and services are undergoing constant revision. 

Things change quickly, almost without warning. Sudden disruptions render existing 

business models obsolete. Organizations and the teams within them must be agile to 

thrive in this environment. 

Four Essential Decision Styles 

Here is a model of styles of thinking and deciding that clearly describes four essentials 

that teams need. 

 

The styles shown in the table differ in two ways. On the horizontal axis, the styles differ 

in terms of amount of information considered when making decisions. The two styles 

on the left use just a few key facts. They are action-oriented and are called “satisficer” 

styles. The two styles on the right are “maximizer” styles—a maximum of information 

is taken in before a decision is reached.  

On the vertical axis, the styles on the top row are “uni-focused.” They look for a path 

to achieve a very specific goal. When such a path is identified, they stick with it and 

don’t swerve. The two styles on the bottom are “multi-focused.” They target multiple 

objectives, not just one. Because no one path will achieve multiple goals, decisions 
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made are multi-pronged and require a variety of paths. Further, those paths might 

change as the situation itself evolves. They are more variable in behavior than the uni-

focused styles. 

Decision Styles and Best Fit Situations 

The key to using this framework is to know each style’s potential strong points and 

weak points and the type of decision situations that each style fits. Here’s a quick 

overview. 

 

In teams, a skilled team facilitator or an experienced leader can use descriptions like 

the ones above or assessments designed to measure these behaviors to accomplish 

multiple goals. They can help team members understand different styles, recognize 

them in themselves and in teammates, and use them to great advantage to navigate 

decisions large and small that they inevitably will face.  

Individuals see their own “sweet spots” where they can and should unleash their 

styles. They also learn to recognize those situations where it’s better to toss the ball 

to someone else and to whom in particular that should be. They develop tolerance for 

styles other than their own and learn how to develop the agility that is so important in 

today’s complex and turbulent environments. Armed with these new insights, a team’s 

energies and capabilities are freed up to adroitly handle most any challenge that will 

come its way. 

Published by: trainingmag.com 
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Diversity Is Just the First Step. Inclusion Comes Next. 

Frances Brooks Taplett , Matt Krentz , Justin Dean , and Gabrielle Novacek 

 

Most of us, at some points in our lives, have felt excluded: at parties where we didn’t 

know anyone, in the school cafeteria or gym class, in some other situation where we 

felt like the odd person out. When we’ve been in those situations, we’ve felt palpable 

relief when someone we knew arrived or when someone we didn’t know made an 

effort to engage us. For many employees with diverse backgrounds in corporate 

America, that relief never comes. These employees contend with a pervasive sense 

of otherness that can manifest itself in a thousand small ways, including being talked 

over in meetings, being the unwilling audience to an off-color joke, and watching other 

people get credit for their work. 

Many companies are taking steps to increase the diversity of their workforces. And for 

good reason. Research shows that bringing diverse perspectives to the table 

increases companies’ resilience and agility and boosts innovation and financial 

performance. Yet hiring diverse employees is only the first—and, in many cases, the 

easiest—step. To reap the benefits, companies must include those employees in the 

conversation. Diverse employees must feel comfortable sharing their perspectives 

freely, and their views must be considered and acted upon. 

At many companies, that doesn’t happen. According to a comprehensive survey BCG 

recently conducted, diverse employees—especially those with more than one 

dimension of diversity—feel far less able than employees of majority groups to share 

their views at work. Diverse employees who do share their views reported that often 

they feel that their voices are not heard. We believe that the solution lies in changing 

the organizational culture to ensure that all employees feel included and all voices are 

appreciated. This is a different approach to diversity—one that’s not easily 

accomplished—but diversity for its own sake is little more than a numbers game. 

Diversity plus inclusion is the source of real value. 
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UNHEARD AND UNDERVALUED 

BCG recently conducted a proprietary survey of more than 4,000 US employees, 

aiming to learn how they rate their inclusion in the workplace. The survey asked 

respondents for their perceptions about two critical aspects of their work life:  

• Whether they feel free to be their authentic selves at work 

• Whether their perspectives at work matter and are listened to 

• We asked all respondents whether they were part of any underrepresented group, 

considering gender, race and ethnicity, LGBTQ status, disability, and—given the 

challenges that can arise in reintegrating with the civilian workforce—veteran 

status. 

It is no surprise that white men reported the highest level of inclusion: of the majority 

group—white, heterosexual-cisgender men who are not veterans and who have no 

disability—78% percent said that they feel free to be their authentic selves at work, 

and 74% said that they feel that their perspectives matter. White men are the dominant 

group in business, and they typically set the organizational tone and culture. Men 

represent roughly half of the US population, but, according to Catalyst, a non-profit 

focused on advancing women in leadership, they hold almost 75% of corporate 

leadership positions and are 95% of Fortune 500 CEOs. Among the 16 Fortune 500 

companies that report complete diversity data (that small number is itself cause for 

concern), 70% of senior executives are white men. 

For diverse respondents, it’s a different story. Respondents with one dimension of 

diversity—for example, white females, racially diverse males, or veterans—were, on 

average, 4 to 6 percentage points less likely to feel included. Moreover, the more 

dimensions of diversity respondents reported, the less included they were likely to feel. 

For those with two dimensions of diversity—for example, women with a disability—the 

number dropped by 7 percentage points. And for those with three dimensions, the 

drop was even greater. For example, lesbians of color are 15 percentage points less 

likely to feel included than white, heterosexual men. 
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The key takeaway is that although companies are making well-intentioned efforts to 

recruit and hire a diverse workforce, many of those hires don’t thrive within the 

organization because, for the most part, they don’t feel included as valued, 

appreciated contributors. That kind of non- inclusive culture can have cascading 

consequences. When employees from diverse groups have no opportunities to speak 

up, they fall off the track to more senior management and leadership positions. (In 

many cases, implicit biases in evaluation and promotion processes are factors as 

well.) 

The result is a vicious cycle: a paucity of diverse role models in the organization and 

few diverse leaders with whom employees can network. And employers miss out on 

the benefits of diversity—an extended range of perspectives and backgrounds that 

lead to more effective problem solving and greater innovation. 

What does an inclusive and innovative culture look like? It’s one in which all team 

members—regardless of tenure, title, or personal background—have the opportunity 

to contribute their points of view during meetings and discussions. In fact, leaders at 

companies with inclusive cultures expect all team members to contribute. These 

leaders set the conditions that encourage participation. They take the time to hear all 

points of view before making a decision, and they don’t tolerate retribution against 

people who offer dissenting opinions; instead, those opinions are explicitly valued. 

This combination of diversity and inclusion is what changes organizational cultures 

and unlocks real value. 

 

Creating an inclusive work environment is not easy. It can require a company to make 

a fundamental culture shift, which needs to cascade throughout the organization, 

affecting the day-to-day experience of every frontline employee. As such, this process 

needs to be treated as a transformation, not a one-and-done policy shift issued by HR. 

To achieve an inclusive culture, a company must focus on five key success factors: 
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• Commit at the top 

 As in any transformation, change must start at the top, with the senior leadership 

and CEO visibly and vocally highlighting diversity and inclusion as priorities of 

equal weight. The leaders need to set the tone and culture of the organization, 

modeling interactions with people, laying out the formal policies that underpin those 

interactions, and making decisions that incorporate feedback from all corners.  

Making a clear business case for diversity and inclusion is crucial. At BCG, our leaders’ 

clear articulation of the ways that inclusion is related to the firm’s business priorities 

led to a mindset shift. A management consulting business that does not include 

diverse perspectives cannot deliver the best ideas to its clients—BCG’s key value 

proposition. 

Other companies have also highlighted the business case for inclusion. For example, 

the insurer Nationwide started its Our Associates’ Success Drives Business Success 

initiative to lift all associates, applying particular emphasis to women and associates 

of color. 

• Enlist frontline leaders  

Frontline leaders—the operational managers who oversee line employees—have to 

support the change as well. Managers at this level have the biggest impact on the daily 

lives of their direct reports, and their involvement can make or break transformation 

efforts. It is critical that these managers understand the cultural shift and buy into it. 

Yet frontline leaders also have unique needs. They’re typically in their first or second 

management role, having made a recent shift from “doing” to “leading.” Many have 

had only limited training in how to manage and coach teams, even though their current 

positions require skills that are different from those of their previous roles as individual 

contributors. Many of them have their hands full simply getting their work done each 

day and lack additional bandwidth for setting the right tone and culture. Giving these 

leaders practical tools for embedding inclusion into the daily processes and routines 

of their departments can make the day-to-day experience far more inclusive for diverse 

employees. 

• Amplify best practices 
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 Some of the most effective training is the result of having identified the company’s 

own stars and capitalized on their insights. Who are the organization’s culture carriers? 

Whose teams are performing well and coming up with the best, most innovative ideas? 

And critically important, what distinguishes the successful leaders from the rest? 

By observing how these leaders operate, companies can develop standardized tactics 

and tools—meeting guides, checklists, and tips—that the rest of the organization can 

apply. The star performers can be asked to help disseminate their ideas. Throughout 

all training, celebrate successes with real-world examples—stories that show how 

diverse teams came together and how someone spoke up in a way that changed the 

team’s point of view and ultimately improved performance. 

• Never tolerate bad behaviour  

Make an explicit determination as an organization: inclusion matters. Be clear and 

specific about what the company expects and hold everyone accountable. Cultures 

can be deep rooted, and changing a company’s culture invariably requires specifying 

that certain behaviours are undesirable and no longer allowed. Publicize your values, 

antidiscrimination and harassment policies, and codes of conduct. Take all complaints 

seriously, making sure that there are systems and policies for handling serious 

infractions. Designate specific people as being responsible for listening to employees’ 

concerns and problems. 

Train your teams to call out bad behaviour, including, for example, insensitive 

comments or jokes, talking over women, and actions or words that perpetuate 

unpleasant stereotypes. Support for the organization’s inclusive culture needs to be 

an important and meaningful part of managers’ evaluations, through upward feedback 

from the employees on their teams. Managers who don’t work to make every member 

of their teams feel comfortable and included should not be getting the highest bonuses, 

best assignments, or quickest promotions. 

• Measure and track 

What’s measured gets changed. Add questions on inclusion to employee surveys and 

use employees’ responses to identify problem areas, diagnose areas that require more 

time and attention, and track progress. At BCG, for example, in addition to asking 

whether employees believe that the firm makes a good effort to be inclusive of 

individuals with diverse backgrounds generally, the annual people survey asks 

employees to rate their personal sense of inclusion by responding to such statements 

as My opinions seem to count at work. BCG provides an environment in which I feel 

like a valued member of the firm. And At work, there is a culture where it is safe to 

speak up and express opinions. 

Continually review the composition of projects and teams to ensure that managers 

aren’t simply hiring and promoting people who look like themselves. Objective, data-

driven results need to have consequences in the form of rewards for top performance 

and additional training and attention for the leaders of teams that do not meet the new 

standard. 
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Over the past few years, companies have made significant progress in diversifying 

their workforces, but diversity is only the beginning. Companies that fail to create the 

kind of culture that includes all voices and perspectives will miss out on the true 

benefits of diversity. Worse, there are companies that do nothing for the people they 

claim to want but who are allowed to suffer in a negative work environment. 

Taking the steps we’ve described above will not immediately solve all the problems 

that can be associated with the inclusion of diverse employees. Our research 

highlights the additional challenges for employees with more than one dimension of 

diversity.  

Still, by taking action to cultivate a more inclusive culture—by instituting broad 

organization-wide policies and improving the hundreds of daily interactions that make 

up an employee’s work day—companies can move toward getting the best from all of 

their people. The stakes are too high to do otherwise. 

Published by: www.bcg.com 
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The Management Corner: Stop Silencing the Skeptics 

Allison M. Vaillancourt 

 

A s a senior leader in higher education, you may be inspired — or expected — to 

transform the place in some way. Before you reveal a bold change, however, internal 

advisers or outside consultants will very likely suggest that you prepare for the 

potential resistance. 

The experts may guide you through the completion of a "change-resistance 

management plan," designed to identify potential opponents to your Big New Change 

so they can be "neutralized." The planning also may include anticipating possible 

questions or concerns and crafting responses that will shift the conversation to the 

dangers of maintaining the status quo. For example: 

• A claim of "We can’t afford this given our other needs" might be neutralized by 

replying, "We can’t afford not to make strategic investments in our future." 

• A potential counterpoint to "This would limit our flexibility" could be, "Lack of 

consistency has created the very problems we are trying to address." 

• And an assertion that "This new degree program is too narrow to attract a critical 

mass of students" may prompt a response of "Current degree programs are 

declining in popularity." 

 

Taking time to anticipate the objections is wise. Discounting such concerns is not. 

That’s why I am often uncomfortable with management-assessment tools that seem 

designed to identify resisters. Too often, leaders use "change resistance" plans to 

rebut the skeptics rather than to actually hear them and that is a problem.  

Big ideas that lead to real change benefit from careful scrutiny and due diligence. 

People who challenge ideas aren’t necessarily opposed to change. They are opposed 

to making decisions without sufficient evidence or rigorous analysis — something 

especially true in higher education. 
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There is a certain irony in attempting to side-line skeptics in academe, given that we 

so openly court people known for thinking deeply. We hire scholars and others for their 

acute critical-thinking skills, their comfort in challenging assumptions, their ability to 

ask hard questions. And then — when they apply those very talents to our Big New 

Change — we accuse them of blocking progress, nit-picking, resisting change. 

To be sure, some of the people who fight new ideas are protecting their own turf and 

are not truly interested in the good of the larger organization. By listening to the 

objections, you generally will be able to tell if the critics are (a) naysayers in self-

preservation mode, or (b) good organizational citizens truly worried about the impact 

or unintended consequences of your proposed change. 

Listening is one of the most important elements of managing a major change. Listen 

hard enough and you will recognize that people in general — and those in higher 

education in particular — do not fundamentally resist or dislike change. They resist 

loss. They resist unemployment. They resist uncertainty. They resist investing in 

possibilities that seem uninformed, unethical, or implausible. They especially resist 

reorganizations or new initiatives that seem designed solely to build a transient 

leader’s résumé. But most of all, they resist change when they are excluded from the 

decision-making. 

Certain consultants and "change experts" will advise you to identify the likely skeptics 

of your Big New Change so they can be isolated and ultimately silenced. Other 

advisers will caution that involving too many actors in the planning and decision-

making will "just slow things down." It is better, they will argue, to build a tight guiding 

coalition and ignore the naysayers. 

In fact, such a strategy doesn’t work all that well in most types of organizations. But it 

is especially disastrous in an academic setting, where informal power tends to be more 

enduring than formal authority. 

A better approach in higher education is to apply the power of skeptical thinkers. Put 

it to good use in improving both the substance of your Big New Change and the odds 

that it will succeed. Here are three strategies: 

Engage skeptics early with questions, not answers. Rather than selling the doubters 

on ready-made solutions, partner with them before your change becomes final, to 

clarify the challenges. Once there is agreement on the problems to be solved or 

opportunities to be explored, debates can focus on how — rather than whether — to 

move forward. Sure, it may seem more pleasant or productive to populate project 

teams with optimistic cheerleaders. However, there is research to suggest that 

harnessing the power and intellect of the chronically frustrated might yield better 

results. 

Create structures for dissent and criticism. Invite the various stakeholders to come 

together to dissect and destroy proposals. The goals: to assess the plans’ fundamental 

merits and make them stronger. Ask the assembled: "What are all of the reasons this 

is a bad idea?" and "How could we ensure that this idea would fail if we were to 

implement it?" Do not rely solely on subject-matter experts to offer criticism of your Big 

New Change. Instead, populate review teams with smart people who are unfamiliar 
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with the content under consideration. This will ensure that fresh perspectives are 

considered, expose review-team members to new ways of thinking, and encourage 

cross-pollination of people and ideas. 

Create feedback loops. The time will come when you have to process everything 

you’ve heard from the skeptics and make some choices. Not all ideas and suggestions 

will survive. Rather than rolling out your Big New Change in final form, first explain 

how you reached various decisions. This will honor those who provided guidance and 

will increase their ability to make better recommendations the next time they are asked 

to do so. 

On many campuses where major change is underway, the skeptics are often likened 

to dinosaurs stuck in the past. But I think they are often the folks most worried about 

the future. They ask hard questions not because they want to block progress or 

encourage decline, but because they want to ensure the long-term survival of an 

institution that is important to them. Often the skeptics are more familiar with the 

relevant history and context than are those leading the change, so side-lining them is 

not just disrespectful but can prove to be quite dangerous. 

As many an ousted president, provost, or dean can attest, it is often wiser to embrace 

the skeptics than attempt to discredit or silence them. 

Published by: www.chronicle.com 
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